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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.When the planets Theia and Earth collide.
Only those who make it to Paradise will survive. The now legendary status Clave. The
stronghearted Lana. The ever vigilant Vin. The young prodigy Anul. The increasingly ambitious
Gaidon. The hopelessly desperate Abel and the alloy enhanced enigma Kamon. All of them now
older and more skilled. Will be put to the ultimate test as they are dragged into an ever growing war
for Paradise. This is the chronicle of our unknown history. Welcome to Beta Earth. --KIRKUS
REVIEW-- The search for Paradise, which people believe will be the only place to survive the fated
collision between two inhabited planets, leads to endless battles in Napier s (Beta Earth: Between
Worlds 2.0 Edition, 2014, etc.) latest sci-fi outing. This collection comprises three stories, each
drastically shorter than the last. In the first, Awakening, Theia, or Beta Earth, initially the second
chance planet, has fallen prey to crimes and criminals that plague the original Earth. The new
utopia is Paradise, which proves elusive. Factions such as the United Federation, a global military...
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these ebook is the ideal publication available. It really is rally fascinating throgh looking at period. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment of
reading through a created pdf.
-- Dr. Lilly Nolan-- Dr. Lilly Nolan

This ebook is definitely not straightforward to start on looking at but really enjoyable to learn. It usually will not charge excessive. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Karianne Deckow-- Karianne Deckow
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